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Abstract:The primary point of this undertaking is to outline an installed framework for executing an effective 
liquor location framework that will be helpful to evade mishaps. There are a wide range of sorts of mischance’s 
which happen in everyday life. Mishaps may bring about because of numerous reasons it might be because of 
brake fizzle. Frequently mischance’s happen because of over plastered person. In our undertaking, Initially we 
check whether the individual has smashed or not by utilizing the MQ3 GAS sensor. In this framework, sensor 
circuit is utilized to identify whether the liquor was devoured by driver or not. To this end, we have composed 
such a framework, to the point that when liquor fixation is recognized then auto will be halted and the related 
data will go to adjacent area through GSM. 
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I. Introduction 
"Beverage not to drive, drive not to drink", despite the fact that the words be conceivable, however what number 
of individuals will isn't that right? Drink and drive not just convey street movement concealed risk to others, 
additionally influences the security of his own life. In China, consistently movement mishap brought about by 
tipsy driving up to the many thousands, while the mishap brought about death more than half with tipsy driving 
is concerned. Gone for the genuine Phenomenon of plastered driving in cutting edge societya MCU electronic 
circuit board is utilized as a part of the framework. With liquor sensor MQ303A, the liquor fixation is 
recognized. Through ADC0809, the discovery sign is changed over to advanced sign, which is taken care of 
specifically by SCM. As per the computerized signal, the auto is controlled consequently, can't be driving after 
driver drinking, hence stay away from the event of intoxicated driving. 
 

II. Hardware Design 
ARM7 Microcontroller: 
Here the basic task is toanti drunk driving system For this here is the need know alcohol levels information 
about the driver or vehicle owner . This information is gathered using alcohol(MQ-3) sensors. The alcohol 
sensor that is made here gives an analog voltage value ranging from 0 to 5V for different alcohol levels. The 
microcontroller has a program running on it, which acts as a processing element. It has a user interface, and 
takes inputs from the user and accordingly takes actions. The microcontroller takes the analog sensor values and 
converts them into a digital value ranging from 0 to 1023 using its Analog to Digital Converter (ADC). It uses 
these values to compare them to an already known reference value. If the digital value calculated for a sensor is 
less than its reference value. It means that there is low alcohol level then the driver able to drive vehicle 
normally if the driver drunk and that alcohol levels above the rage that particular vehicle not start at all and that 
vehicle information is send to relatives using GSM modem . 
LPC2148 is used as controller for the system in field station. It reads the actual data from the ADC and 
compares it with the values of witting points, which are already, stored in it, for different crops. Depending upon 
this comparison it makes decision whether to driver drunk or not.This transmission of data from field torelative 
persons is done GSM module. whatever the action takes place that is display on LCD. 

 
Fig-1:ARM7 Microcontroller(LPC2148) 

Alcohol Sensor(MQ-3): 
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Fig-2: Alcohol Sensor. 

This liquor sensor is suitable for recognizing liquor focus on your breath, much the same as your normal 
breathalyzer. It has a high affectability and quick reaction time. Sensor gives a simple resistive yield in light of 
liquor focus. The drive circuit is exceptionally straightforward, everything it needs is one resistor. A 
straightforward interface could be a 0-3.3V ADC. 
Features: 

• 5V DC or AC circuit 
• Requires heater voltage 
• Operation Temperature: -10 to 70 degrees C 
• Heater consumption: less than 750mW 

Dimensions: 
• 16.8mm diameter 
• 9.3 mm height without the pins 

GSM (Global System for Mobile Communication): 
GSM,is a standard created by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) to depict the 
conventions for second-era (2G) advanced cell systems utilized by cellular telephones, initially sent in Finland 
in July 1991. [2] As of 2014 it has turned into the default worldwide standard for versatile correspondences - 
with more than 90% piece of the overall industry, working in more than 219 nations and territories. 
2G systems created as a substitution for original (1G) simple cell systems, and the GSM standard initially 
depicted an advanced, circuit-exchanged system upgraded for full duplex voice telephony. This extended after 
some time to incorporate information correspondences, first by circuit-exchanged transport, then by bundle 
information transport by means of GPRS (General Packet Radio Services) and EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for 
GSM Evolution or EGPRS).  
In this manner, the 3GPP grew third-era (3G) UMTS norms took after by fourth-era (4G) LTE Advanced 
principles, which don't shape some portion of the ETSI GSM standard. 

 
Fig-3: GSM Module 

III. Proposed Work: 
on the off chance that vehicle driving dunk over the reach vehicle doen not and vehicle subtle elements and 
liquor percentage is sending to driver relatives furthermore we interfacie GPS to vehicle alongside SMS scope 
and longitude qualities will send for this proposed framework we can stay away from smashed and drive 
accidents. 

 
IV. Result & Analysis 
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Fig-4: Complete Circuit Diagram 

Firstly we connect this circuit in the vehicles and after get in to the vehicle we can check our alcohol level with 
alcohol sensor(MQ-3). If Alcohol Level below 40% there was no problem and vehicle start normally. If Alcohol 
Level above 40% the vehicle does not started and also send a message  along with vehicle details to vehicle 
registered numbers and also send to Police Control Room. 

 
V. Conclusion 

Driver conduct is influenced by numerous variables that are identified with the vehicle, the earth and throughout 
driving. Checking and identifying the driver's conduct to guarantee street wellbeing is vital in light of the fact 
that street mischances take spot. Henceforth it is vital to catch driver conduct which will control the mishaps 
because of rash driving under the impact of liquor. The proposed framework manages location of Alcohol and 
Drowsiness utilizing sensors and likewise precautionary measures are taken. Because of utilization of camera, 
unapproved Lane moving is distinguished and maintained a strategic distance from which minimizes street 
mishaps. 
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